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This is a question I answered on a public forum where I am 
apparently still welcome and for now uncensored .Big Tech firms 
face serious headwinds. The big one that confronts Facebook, is 
that people don’t use it anymore. Sure, the official numbers show 
otherwise.  There are ways to create official numbers. There is no 
way to hide reality when reality takes hold. Facebook is dead 
space. There is a limit to how long it can be presented as 
otherwise.

For years, I used Facebook. I got off in 2020 because I was so 
offended by the censorship. At the time of my leaving, there were 
countless users who posted constantly – some all day long.

A few months ago, I logged into a page I opened using an AKA 
name created years ago. I have never used it. With that page, I only 
have four friends.

As an experiment, I searched for Facebook friends who used to post constantly. Most of them are 
gone.Of those I did find, most have not posted anything in two years. I have continued my experiment.

I have a list of ten names. Each day, I check to see if any of them have posted anything. About every 
three weeks one will post. Out of ten only two have posted anything yet.

Our betters, one of which is Facebook, want to collectively rule the world and manage everyone’s lives. 
Now their own businesses are starting to fail. How are they going to conquer the world if they lose their 
wealth and the political power wealth buys them?
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Anyone who can read can and will benefit from reading The Fantasy – Free Advantage. There is 
no math or statistics. There are a few charts – all of which are easy to understand. There are no 
complex economic principles. There is no political ideology.
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